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Rah Records is blowing up the Bay with the hottest hits for a blazin’ year, with rap artists Keak
da Sneak, BA, Frank Stick ( son of world renowned pimp, Fillmore Slim) Killa Klump, S5, T Dirty
and more. The industry is taking note as the label is successfully garnering radio play beyond
the Bay region, and impacting the South and Southwest regions. “Rah Records is slowing being
positioned at the voice of the Bay. Our artists are bringing it home then slangin’ it everywhere
else!” expresses Albert Keys, CEO of Rah Records. 

  

The label’s latest offering is a prime example of their rising success. On the regal rattling lead
single – Super Hyphie, rappers DopeGame pave the way for their sophomore release,
DopeGame 2, on Rah Records with the vocally animated flows of the ambassador of the Bay,
rap artist Keak Da Sneak! 

  

Keak gets straight to the business of crafting his gravelly voiced hood cinema over the bass
laden soundscapes of a Trax-A-Million blow out, proving that the hit making tandem of last
album’s banger (What Ya’ll Want) was no fluke! 

  

Reppin’ their set in true Too Short fashion, rappers Keak, Tha Jacka, and Lee Majors make
their Bay area cohort proud as they remake Freaky Tales into their very own DopeGame
version – Doe fiend; A rift from the classic with just the right sprinkle of y2k5 bass to solidify it’s
neo classic positioning in the game. 

  

Keak, Tha Jacka, Verstyle, Hustla and BA are the illest group spitting right now and DopeGame
2 is the platform on which they demonstrate not only their crafty lyricism, but also the broad
range in which they hold it down.

  

Keak exercises his vocal dexterity as he and Hard Knock go a round on the Hard Knock
produced rock ‘n roll inspired Round Up. On one of the LPs most potent joints BA and Verstyle
swap flows over an eased out funk fused Tone Kapone track – The Good Life. 

  

Keak and DG have thoroughly laced this joint with 13 explosive bangers from intro to outro!
DopeGame 2 is a kaleidoscopic journey through the game as seen through eyes of the Bay’s
dopest that, once done will leave you fiendishly in search of more. Pace yourselves, as
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dopeness this raw should be consumed with caution.
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